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Ryan Decker, P.E. 
Department of Environmental Protection, Clean Water Program 
Southwest Regional Office 
400 Waterfront Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 

SUBJECT: 

Beaver Valley Power Station 
Route 168 

P.O. Box 4 
Shippingport, PA 15077-0004 

Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS) Pre-Draft NPDES Permit No. PA0025615 

Energy Harbor (EH), formerly FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC), 
submits the attached comments in response to the comments from DEP regarding the 
pre-draft NPDES permit PA0025615 received August 10, 2020. 

The comments are provided in spreadsheet format that track the progression of 
comment resolution . The far-right gold column contains the most recent comments. 
BVPS would appreciate an opportunity to talk through the details of these items at your 
earliest convenience. 

Also included with this letter is an updated water balance diagram. 

Should you have any questions regarding the attached comments and enclosed 
documents, please direct them to Amy Savage at aesavage@energyharbor.com or 724-
682-7359. 

Sincerely, 
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Attachment( s) : 
1. BVPS comments for Pre-Draft NPDES Permit No PA0025615 

Enclosure(s) 
A. Flow Diagram Waste Water, RM-0027F Rev. 18 Draft 

cc: ~ e:= TE: No new US NRG commitments are contained in this letter.) 
S Environmental Protection Agency 
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Pre-Draft NPDES Permit No. P40Q25615 , I 

Permit Permit - --•~:c~ot,,erl,~) Section Paa:e 
Clutfoll BVPS Commen.ts (May •• 2020) PADEP Response (Ausust 10, 20201 ,Jl', n 

1. The lnline flowmeter Is within the original discharge line routed to outfall 001. This sump Is 
now discharged using a submersible sump pump with a flexible line which does not lend itself 
to installing a flowmeter. The discharge Is Initiated by an operator each t ime and an 
estimation can be performed based on pump capacity and runtime. SVPS is requesting 

estimated flow. Chanced . Thank you. 

2. While th is sump Is the same location as the last permit. the conditions present are not the 
same; the discharge location is different. During outages, steam generators are drained to 
this locaUon and treating for pH during this time will be ;ii challenge. BVPS requests no 

maximum pH limits during steam generator dra ining activities. 
The pH limits come from the feder,I regulations (423.12(b)(l)). No change. Understood, Thank you. 

3. This sump accumulates water over several shifts prior to being manua lly pumped down. 
A.I.A 2 101 The nature of the water Is consistent over time and a grab silmple ,Nill be representative of 

the water; a composite sample will not differ from a grab. BVPS requests a grab sample for 
TSS. Changed. Thank you. 

The permit mentions wet layup in Footnote S In Part A of the permit. The footnote 
applies to more than just IMP 101 and clarifies when hydrazine and ammonia-nitrogen 

4 . Due to the location of this sump, effluents will be comprised of water solely from Unit 1. sampling is required for all monitorina points with those requirements. The flow 
BVPS requests the statement •periods of wet layup• be amended to "perk>ds of Unit 1 wet diagram Indicates that hydrazine Is used within the Unit 2 systems at places that lead to 
layup" to clarify the requirements . one or more of the outfalls listed in that footnote. Is there wet layup for Unit 27 If not, BVPS requests the wording for periods of wet layup be specific to the affected 

when is hydrazine used in the Unit 2 systems? What shou ld Footnote S say to capture Unit. Periods of wet layup at Unit l Impacts outfalls 001, 101, 403, 208, 003, 
the times when hydrulne Is used and might be discharged from all outfalls with and 007. Periods of wet layup at Unit 2 Impacts outfalls 001, 010, 007, and 
hydrazine and ammonia monitoring? 601. 

1. Similar to IMP 401 and as stated on both fact sheets: .. the effluent sourcP.s at IMP 601 are 
identified as low volume waste sources under 40CRF't423.11 and are subject to the TBELs 
listed in Table l In Section 101.A of the fact sheet." Additionally, due to the location and 
relatively small volume of this sump treatment for pH will be logistic3lly challenging and may 
create a safety hazard . BVPS requests no ma• pH at this location. 

The pH limits come from the federal r-egu lations (II Z3.l2(b)(l) ). No change. Understood, Thank you. 

2. TSS composite sampling type does not specify 8 or 24-hour collection. We ar~ requesting 
Chan1ed. "Composite" sampling was specified because the discharge duration was 

A.1 .0 5 601 
this be clarified; however, this sump Is a relatively small volume and operates on a float 

unknown. A "composite" sample still woukt have requlre<i multiple samples, but without controlled submersible sump pump. Usln1 a composite sampler will be challenging. BVPS specifying a duration (I.e., the duration over whk:h to collect samples would have been requests grab sample for TSS. 
dependent on the duration of each particular dlscharae event) . Thank you. 

3. Due to plant configuration during Unit 2 outages, the Un it 2 chem waste sump is not 
available . During these periods, all influents to this locaUon are routed to another sump at 

Please Include simll,u language to IMP 101, Footnote 3 as a footnote to this Unit 2 prior to being pumped to the reclrculatlng water system. BVPS requests 601 be 
Simllar to IMP 101 and Footnote 3, a description can be Included to clarify that location. Entrance of a statement at this IM P will reduce confusion for permit "re located" during outages to allow effluent sampling and parameter requirements be 
monitoring for IMP 601 applies to the same effluent, but at different locations at compliance. Different locations can be used at different times to collect this applied to the same water, however at a different physical location. 
different times . waste w.iter, 00\\•ever th~ permit requirements remain regardless of location. 

- --
1. Based on plant process, therP. Is no reason to believe mercury Is introduced to BVPS 
effluent streams. Additionally, permit renewal sampling for merrury demonstrated less than 

When can BVPS expect a decision on mercury requirements? This will be a detectable concentrations and compliance with WQBEL.s and ORSANCO crite rion. BVPS 
costly parameter to implement and will requ ire new training for our Requests removal of mercury monitoring requirement. 

T.8 .0 . technicians . 
-

BVPS did not use suffldentty sensitive methods (represented by DEP's Target 

2. Chromium, VI shou ld not be present unless chromium-based addlthles arc being used . BVPS 
QuantltaUon limits) when anatvzinl{ for Chromium VI . Consequently, reason;,ble 
potential thresholds were e•ceeded, which led to the Chromium VI monitoring requesu same footnote (6) as given for the Chromium, Total parameter at this kxation to 
requirement . Re1ardless of whether BVPS lntroduCP.s chromium, DEP cannot conclude require sampling only when chromium additives are added to the cooling water. 
from the available effluent analyses that Chromlum VI Is present In the discharge at a 
concentration that does not have a reasonable potential to violate water quality criteria. 
This was explained on p.38 of the Fact Sheet. BVPS can collect new samples and ana lyze Sample results were forwa rded to the PAOEP on 9/22/2020 utillzlng more 
for Chromium VI using lower Reporting Umlu (preferably DEP's Target QL or 1.0 ug/Lj . sensitive methods. Please evaluate this parameter based on those new results . 

3. Currently there Is not continuous temperature monitoring Installed at this location. BVPS 
Dissolved oxygen monitoring Is not a requirement of the permit, so IWPS can continue could potentially be challenged with meeting the llOF llmlt In the summer months. 
0 .0 . monitorin1 at Its discretion. The 110 degree F temperature limit is trom ORSANCO's Temperature at this location has not been evaluated, however the site has been monltorin1 
Pollution Control Standards (Section 3.3.F), whkh state: •The maximum temperature at dissolved OIC)'gen at this location and has not been challenged. Any requirement to monitor 
any location where public access is possible, whether Inside or outskte a mixing zone, BVPS will discontinue 0 .0. monitoring with Issua nce of the new permit. for temperature at this location should allow for time to acquire/design/Install 
shall not exceed 110 degrees F to protect human hea lth caused by exposure resulting Additionally, in lieu of installed instrumentation, BVPS will utlllze immersion A.LE 6 001 lnstrumentatlnn . BVPS requests to continue monitoring for dissolved oxygen or for report-

only effluent llmltatlons for temperature . 
from water contact." DEP will consider a time allowance to install instrumentation. How stablllzatlon method via a calibrated thermometer submersed in the waste 
long would it take to Install Instrumentation? wate r stream llr a sample collection container. 
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4. The Fact Sheet for outfall 001 states, "the discharge pathway for equipi 1e~ drainage to the 
The onty reason OEP did not require low volume waste source limits on this wastewater This pathway Is comprised of varying sources of process water, recirculating Unit #2 recirculating water system is used for equipment drainage comprised of recirculating 
prior to routing back Into the reclrcu latlng cooling water loop Is because the drainage coolinR wate r, and non contact cooling water. The volume varies based on cooli ng water that generally Is not routed to OU/Water Separator #21 or #23." For 
was characterized as drainage of recircu lating coollna: water (regard less of where it plant operations and equ ipment draining . The chem waste sump will be used clarification, equipment drainage to Unit 2 recirculating water system can be comprised of 
drains from) . If that characterization Is not correct and dra inage may consist of sources In addition to another sump for the collection and treatment of waste water water from multiple plant systems and equipment. This is reflected on the waste water flow 
other than recirculating cooling water, then this source should Ue monitored internally prior to discharge. In this case an additional IMP (701) will be required to diagram. 
fo r compliance with low volume waste source limits . monitor these pathways separate ly. 

5. Based on plant process, BVPS has no reaso n to bellev~ alumlnum Is introduced to this 
The aluminum mo nitoring orig inates from OEP's reasonable potenti_.l analysis. The 
reported effluent concentration (820 uB/L) exceeds OEP's established thresholds for effluent stream. BVPS requests the removal of the aluminum monitoring requ irement or a 
requ iring monitorlng-•it Is within 10% to 50% of the calculated WQBEL (2973 ug/l). As monitoring requirement for Aluminum o nty when the plant uses Al -bused add itives in cooling 
stated elsewhere in the Fact Sheet, there Is no allowance for intake credits for WQBEls . water. 
It doesn't matter If BVPS adds aluminum or not- the reported effluent concentration BVPS will implement methods to sample and anatyze for aluminum at Outfall 
exh ibits reasonabll! potentia l. 001. 

BVPS anticipates that we may be challenged with meeting the target QLs for 
the Iron, Total and TOS analyses. We already anticipate having to change from 
our current lab to a new lab that can better meet the required QL's. Still, we 
may be challenged with meeting the 20 uB/L QL for Iron and the 2.0 mg/L for 
TDS. What are our options In this case? 

A.I.F 8 102 
For clarlficatlon, BVPS requests the "type of effluent" description be amended to "Intake 
cubicle sumos foumo bearimz coolinR water leakaize)." Changed . Thank you . 

A.I.I 11 303 
For clarfflcation, BVPS requests the "type of efnuent" description be amended to "Un it #1 
main plant floor and equipment drains treated by an oil/water separator (OWS #303) ... 

Changed . Thank you. 
1. For clarification, BVPS requests the "type ot· effluent" description be amended to "Unit #1 
SW Circ Pit receiving wastewater from equ ipment drains and Intermittent discharges of 
condensate blowdown." Changed. Thank you. 

A.IJ 12 403 2. BVPS has provided an updated wastewater flow diagram to clarify the discharge pathway 
of this outfall. Effluents discharging in the normal pathway to the clarifier .iire monitored at 
IMP 103. BVPS requests effluent limitations be required onty when the alternate discharge If there is no discharge at IMP 403 because the ofl/water separator bypass line Is not 

I pathwav to MH1834 occurs . being usec!, then BVPS would report "no discharge". Understood, Thank you. 

Outfa ll 003 ls identified in this re newal as the outfall pipe where it empties into the Ohio 

1. BVPS requests clarification on "type of effluent" - BVPS requests this location be 
River. Some limits were develo!)ed based on the characteristics of the combined 
effluent. Samples of NCCW and storm water before they commlngie with other effluent stormwater and Unit l Diesel Ge nerator NCCW only as in previously permit revision . The 
sources that discharge through Outfall 003 would represent individual, internalty sampling location for 003 has histork:ally been upstream of co-mingling with 103, 303, and 
monitored sources and not what is coming out of the pipe into the rive r. ~esults at the 

BVPS has located an additional sample point downstream of IMP mixing which 
403. Permit renewal sampling wu conducted at a location downstream of co-mlngllnc to 

historical 003 sampling location cannot be used to demonstrate compliance with limits 
allows the sample stream to be accessible by ISCO. This allows WQBELs to be 

capture the outfall as a whole . Sampling at the co-mingled location requires drawing up a 
on the whole discharge entering the river. Assuming that combined sampling of the 

lmp!emented at the location nearest the outfall pipe and is representative of 
sample from the bottom of an extremely deep ma nhole . Th is sample location requires 

whole discharge on a routine basis is Impractical, the altern.iitlves are to Impose the 
all !MPs prior to ctlscharge to the Ohio River. The new 003 location shall be 

physical Intervention by the analyst as the pump can onty draw the sample part of the way 
WQBELs and monitoring requirements at IMP 103, 303, 403, and at a new point for 

re presentative of the whole discharge (all lMPs and Stormwater mixing) . 
up, this would prevent the collection of a 24hr composite for Hexavalent Chromium, 

NCCW+storm water (BVPS loses the benefit of co-mingled dilution of the Internal waste 
BVPS requests the current 003 location, upstream from mixing with IMPS, to 

Aluminum, and Silver using an ISCO sampler. BVPS Is request ing 003 sample point to re main 
streams with this option) or to keep the limits as specified In the Pre-Draft and require 

re ma in stormwater and NCCW only to be utilized for stormwater samples. This 
stormwater and NCCW only prior to comingling. 

BVPS to sample flow and pollutant concentrations. at each contributing source to 
will resu lt In the sampling location for stormwater samples being taken from a 

calculate flow-wefghted concentrations for the combined discharge (an indirect analysis) 
different location than the final Outfall 003 samples, however It will be more 

anti transfer some of the storm-water and NCCW-speclfic limits to a new Internal 
representative of stormwater quality. 

A.I.K 13 003 monitoring Point at BVPS's historical sampling locaUon for 003. 
2. The comlngled samplrng location for 103, 303, 403 and stormwater is the bottom of an 
extremely deep manhole. It will be physk:.a lty impossible to Install a flow meter In the pipe 
leaving this manhole . BVPS Is requesting estimated flow to ~ hased on the Influent flows of 
each contributing Internal monitoring point. T.8 .0 . • see above response on Outfall 003 effluent limit and sampling o ptions. 

3. Survey was completed for this outfall regarding Al WQBEL. Aluminum presence in this 
outfall ls likely due to water treatment chemica ls wh ich would be present at IMP 103. BVPS 

As a result of locating a viable sample location, Aluminum limits should be requests monitoring requirement for Aluminum at IMP 103 Instead of Outfall 003. 
See above response on Outfall 003 e ffluent limit and sampllng options. Imposed at the final outfall 003. 

4. Based on plant process, there Is no reason to believe mercury is Introduced to BVPS 
effluent streams. Additionally, permit renewal samplinH for merc::ury demonstrated less than 

When can BVPS expect a decision on mercury requ irements? This will be a detectable concentrations and compliance with WQBELs and ORSANCO criterion. BVPS 
Requests removal of mercury monitoring reQulrement. cost ly parameter to Implement and will require new training for our 

T.8 .D. technicians . 
S. Due to the locat ion, effluents will be comprised of water solely from Unit 1. We are 
requesting •periods of wet layup" be amended to "periods of unit 1 wet layup" to clarifv the See response to IMP 101 line 4 for outfa ll distinction between the units during 
reaulrements. See ~hove resronses on IMP 101 regarding wet layup language in the permit. wet layup conditions. 
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1. Currently there Is not continuous temperature monitoring Installed at this location. BVPS 
Olssofved o,cygen monitoring Is not a requirement of the permit, so SVPS can continue could potentially be challenged with meeting the UOF limit In the summer months . 
0 .0 . monitoring at Its discretion. The 110 degree F temperature limit comes from Temperature at this location has not been eva luated , however the site has been monitoring 
ORSANCO's Pollution Control Standards (Section 3.3 .F), which state: "The maximum dissolved oxygen at outfall 001 and has not been challenged. Any requirement to monitor for 
temperature at any location where public access Is possible, whether Inside or outside a BVPS wlll discontinue 0 .0 . monitoring with issuance of the new permit. temperature at this location shou ld allow for time to acquire/design/install instrumentation. 
mixing zone, shall not ex~ed 110 degrees F to protect human health caused by e,cposure Additlonalty, In lleu of Installed lnstrumentatk>n, BVPS will utilize immersion BVPS requests to continue monitoring for dissolved oxygen at 001 or for report-only effluent 
resulting from water contact." OEP will consider a time allowance to install stablllzatlon method via a calibrated thermometer submersed in the waste llmltatlons for temperature . 
Instrumentation. How long would It take to Install instrumentation? water stream or a sample collectlon container. 

2. Based on plant process, BVPS has no reason to believe aluminum is introduced to this 
As stated in the Fact Sheet, OEP has concerns about acute Impacts caused by .-lumlnum effluent stream. BVPS requests the remova l of the aluminum monitorina requirement or a 
in Outfall 004's dlscharaes. It 1s not necessary for BVPS to introduce aluminum for monitoring requirement for Aluminum on:y when the plant uses Al-based addltfves in cooling 
aluminum to be a pollutant of concern that requires monitoring . Outfall 004's effluent Sample results were forwarded to the PAOEP on 9/22/2020 utilizing more water. 
quality may be similar t o OOl's effluent quality, which did exhibit ' reasonable potential' . sensitive met hods. Please evaluate this parameter based on those new results. 

A.1.M 15 004 3. Based on plant process, there Is no reason to believe mercury is Introduced to BVPS 
effluent streams. Additionally, permit renewal sampling for mercury demonstrated less than 

When ca n BVPS expect a decision on mercury requirements? This will be a detectable concentrations and compliance with WQBEls and ORSANCO criterion. BVPS 
costty parameter to implement and will require new training for our Requests removal of mercury monitoring requirement . 

T.8.0 . technicians. 

4. This outfall was not incorpora ted In permit renewal samollng as it was not actlvety 
dlschar1ln1 at the time . We req uest the opportunity to resample and demonstrate 
compliance below taraet QL for silver, similar to those stated on table 2 of the OEP letter 

Sample results were forwarded to the PAOEP on 9/22/2020 utlllzlng more dated April 9, 2020. This request was granted by emill from R. Decker 5'4-20. 
Wa iting for re!i,Utts. sensitive methods . P~ase evaluate this parameter based on those new results. 

S. Chromiu m, VI should not be present unless chromium-based additives a re being used . Outfall 004's effluent qualfty may be simila r to OOl's effluent quality, which did exhibit 
Request same footnote (6) as given for the Ch ro mium, Total parameter at this locatJon to 'reasonable potential' . If resampling and additJonal analyses at Outfall 001 and 004 usina 
require sampling onty when chromium additives are added to the cooling water. lower Reporting Limits demonstrate that chromium VI Is not detectable at Sample results were forwarded to the PAOEF' on Y/22/2020 utilizlng more 

concentratior.s exhibiting 'reasonable potential', then the monitoring will be removed . sensitive methods. Please evaluate this parameter based on those new results. 

1. Based on the conflguratlon of the outfall d ischa rge line, in-line temperature measurement 
would be a challenge. Temperature measurement would need to be obtained by 1-S in a grab 

The 110 c:iearee F temperature llmit comes from ORSANCO's Pollution Control Standards sample. Temperature at this location has not been evaluated BVPS could potentially be 
(Section 3.3.F), which state: "The maximum temperature at any location where public cha llenged with meeting the llOF limit In the summer months. BVPS requests report-only 
access is possible, whether inside or outside a mlxlna zone, shall not exceed 110 degrees BVPS will utilize Immersion stabilization method via a calibrated thermome-ter effluent !Imitations from a grab sample for temperature at this location. 
F to protect human health caused by exposure resulting from water contact ." submersed In the waste water stream or a sample collection container. 

For clarification, the closed loop sk:le of the he.iit exchanaerls) is maintained 
with certain concentrations of chemicals TTA, Motybdate, Hydrazine, Sodium 
Nitrite . The closed loop does not discharae or blow down to any outfalls. 

A.1.0 17 007 
2. Based on plant process, the treatment chemica ls Hydrazine, Ammonia and HlSOM would Rarely the system will need to be drained for ma intenance . The onty time 
not be present at th is location. BVPS Is requestina removal of these parameters. closed loop chemicals would reach Outfall 007 wou ld be if a heat exchanger 

Section E4 of the flow diagram Indicates that hydrazine and quarternarv amine are or would develop a tube leak or there Is some other mechanical failure . This may 
may be introduced to the Un it #1 Primary & Secondary Heat Exchangers & Chillers either have been unclear from looking at the drawing. Additlonalty, Hydrazine from 
directty or through the screened Intake water feed . The alternative flow path from those SGs durina periods of wet layup does not have a drainage pathway to Outfall 
un its leads to Out.fall 007 durinc outages. Per Footnote 12 In the pre-draft permit (p.35), 007. Treatment of HlSOM Is an infrequently used chemlcal which would not 
analyses fo r hyd razine, ammonia, and HlSOM lamon1 other par.:i meters) would apply at typically be initiated during reverse flow path usage of 007. In the event 
Outfall 007 when that alternative flow path is actfvated . HlSOM is added, ;malyses will be completed as required . 

3. Discharges of cooling water from the Unit #1 heat e,cchangers and chillers may contain 
residua l chlorine; however, no analysis for TRC WQBELs Is performed. Since no TRC WQBEls 
apply to Outfall ()()l's 36 MGO discharge, It Is reasonable to conclude that TRC WQBEL.s also 

The TRC limit at Outfall 007 Is a technolllgy-based effluent limit ITBEL) Imposed on do not apply to a 9.6 MGO discharge from Outfa ll 007." BVPS reQuests TRC limits a! outfall 
d ischarges of once-through cooling water by the ff:!deral reaulatlons (40 CFR § 007 remain the same as the current permit concentrations. 
423 .t3(b)(ll) . WQB(Ls forTRC may not apply, but TBELs do. Understood, Thankyou. 

A.I .Q 19 208 
BVPS will not pursue discharge of this effluent through the reque~ted pathway. BVPS has 
provided an updated wastewater flow diaaram to remove this proposed outfall. 

IMP 208 ls df!leted . Understood, Thankyou. 

1. Currently there Is not continuous temperature monitoring Installed at this location. BVPS 
Dissolved oxygen monitorina Is not a requirement of the permit, so BVPS can continue could potentially be challenged with meeting the llOF limit In the summer months . 
0 .0 . monitoring at Its discretion. The 110 degree F temperature limit comes from Tempe rature at this location has not been evaluated, however the site has been monitoring 
ORSANCO's Pollution Control Standards (Section 3.3 .F), which state: "The maximum dissolved oxyge n at outfall 001 and has not been challenged. Any requirement to monitor for 
tAmperature at ~ny location where public access Is possible, whether Inside or outside a BVPS wlll discontinue 0.0. monitorina with Issuance of the new permit. temperature at this location should allow for ti me to acQulre/deslgn/install instrumentation. 
mixing zone, sha ll not e,cceed 110 degrees F to protect human health caused by exposure Additionally, In lieu of Installed Instrume ntation, BVPS will utilize Imme rsion BVPS requests to continue monitoring for dissolved oxygen at 001 or for report-only effluent 
re!iultlng from water contact." OEP will consider a time allowa nce to Install stabilizat ion method via a calibrated thermometer submersed In the waste limitations for temperature . 
Instrumenta tion. How long would It take to Install Instrumentation? wate r stream or a sample collection container. 
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2. Based on plant process, there Is no reason to believe mercury Is Introduced to BVPS 
effluent streams. Additionally, permit renewal sampling for mercury demonstrated less than 

When can BVPS e,cpect a decision on mercury requirements? This will be a detectable concentrations and compliance wfth WQBEls and ORSANCO criterion. BVPS 
costly parameter to implement and will require new training for our Requests removal of mercury monitoring requirement. 

T.B.D. technicians. 

The Primary and Secondary heat exchangers and chillers depicted on the 
water balance actually have a service water side (cooling water) and a closed-
loop side that tnnsfers heat from plant equipment. The service water side is 

A.LS 21 010 once-thru cooling flow that discharges to Outfall 010 at Unit 2. The chemteal 
additives used In the service water are Sodium Hypochlorite, Sodium Bromide, 
Dispersant, HlSOM, and a H3PO, based corrosion inhibitor. Separately, the 

3. Based on plant process, the treatment chemicals Hydrazine and ammonia would not be closed loop side of the heat exchanger( s) Is maintained with certain 
present at this location. BVPS Is requesting removal of these parameters. concentrations of chemicals TTA, Molybdate, Hydrazine, Sodium Nitrite . The 

closed loop does not discharge or blow down to any outfalls . Rarely the system 
will need to be drained for maintenance. The onty time closed loop chemicals 
would reach Outfall 010 would be If a heat exchanger develops a tube leak or 
there is some other mechanical failure . In that case, the possibility exists for a 
small amount of Hydrazine to be discharged before the leak can be isolated. 
Given that this scenario is unlikely, BVPS further requests the removal of these 

SectkJ n E6 of the flow diagram indicates that hydrazine Is or may be added to the Unit #2 parameters. BVPS requests the opportunity to verbally discuss this outfall 
Prlm;11y & Secondary Heat Exchangers & Chillers. further to reduce confusion . 

4 . Per 010.B, "Discharges of cooling water from the Unit #2 heat exchangers and chrllers may 
contain residual ch lorine; however, no analysis for TRC WQBELs Is performed. Since no TRC 
WQBEls apply to other discharges with higher flow rates (001 and 007), it is reasonable to 

The TRC limit at Outfall 010 is a technology-based effluent limit (TBEL) Imposed on conclude that TRC WQBEls also do not apply to a 3.1 MGO discharge from Outfall 010: BVPS 
discharges of once-through cooling water by the federal regulatloM (40 CFR § requests TRC limits at outfall 010 remain the same as the current permit concentrations. 
423.B(b)(l)l . WQBELs for TRC may not apply, but TBELs do. Understood, Thank you. 

l . Based on plant process, there Is no reason to believe mercury is Introduced to BVPS 
effluent streams. Additionally, permit renewal sampling for mercury demonstrated less than 

When can BVPS expect a decision on mercury requirements? This will be a detectable concentrations and compllance with WQBEL.s and ORSANCO crite rion. BVPl, 
costly parameter to Implement and will require new training for our Requests removal of mercury monitoring requirement. 

T.B.D. technicians. 

A.1 .V 24 011 2. As a BMP, BVPS Inspects all batch discharges of accumulated storm water for the presence 
of anv visual contaminates prior to discharge . BVPS seeks to clarify the statement on page 69 

Generally, one does not look for something that could never be present. However, OEP of the fact sheet: •FE NOC stated that normal plant configuration does not allow for water In 
understands thill the visual inspection is a generalized effluent quality check. The the areas that contribute to the sump, but there are no data on this sou, ce and FENOC noted 
statement in the Fact Sheet only notes that Inspecting a wastewater for oil sheen that It Inspects rainwater Intrusion for oil sheen, which suggests a source for oil could be 
suggests that a source of oil could be present (e.g., from some unknown or transient present." This BMP does not Imply a source of oll is present . 
source), not t!1at a source of oil Is present. Understood, Thank you. 

A.I.X 26 012 
Survey completed for this outfall regarding Cu WQBEL. Copper presence In this outfall is likely Copper WQBELs will take effect on the effective date of the permit (no schedule of 
due to domestk: water makc •uo to the ERF Evaooratfve Cooler. compliance). Understood, Thank you. 

The weekly and monthly monitoring requirements at Outfall 013 are based on a 
reasonable potential ana lysis. The monitoring requ irements for metals we re imposed 
because BVPS did not use sufficiently sensitive analytical methods that achieved DEP's 

Process water component of this outfall ls monitored at IMP 313. The remaining influents for target QL.s, so resampling and obtaining results less tha n OEP's target Qls would result In 
A.I.Z 28 013 013 are stormwater only. BVPS requests the monitoring requirements of this outfall align with the removal of those requirements. If there Is no resampling, the water quality-based 

stormwater monitoring requirements. monitoring requlremer:ts could be moved to IMP 313 since that Is the effluent source Sample results were forwarded to the PAOEP on 9/22/2020 utilizing more 
that would occur at the Q7•10 design conditions used to develop the limits. As .stated on sensitive methods. Please evaluate these parameters based on those new 
p.76 of the Fact Sheet, BVPS would lose the berielit ol storm water dilution, but the results . Following evaluatlon, If additiona l parameters above stormwater 
discharge Is not subject to numerical WQ8EL.s, so the benefits of dilution presumably reQuirements are required BVPS will comply with addltlonal parameters at 
would not be a concern to BVPS. outfall 013 as applicable. 

The conditions In Part A.Ill of the permit are standardized conditions that appear in all 

Based on BVPS plant processes, this section 1s not applicable . BVPS requ~sts to remove this 
individual NPDES permits issued in the state. The referenced sections incluc;e statements 

A.111.C.3 42 concern ing the appllcablllty of the requ irements. If BVPS does not meet those section. 
applicability requirements, then BVPS ls unaffected by those conditions. DEP will review Thank you for the consideration, BVPS understands that In the event this 
its policy for the modification of standard conditions and consider BVPS's reques t wh'!n language Is not removed, the site Is not beholden to the conditions if the 
preparing the d raft permit . applica bility requ irements ;1re not met . 
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Stream refers to the receiving stream(s) . 25 Pa. Code§ 96.6(b} imposes this requirement 

BVPS requests clarification on this requirement. Does • the stream" refer to the receiving 
on heated wastewater dlschargns. The permit would Include monitoring requirements 
necessary to demonstrate compliance if OEP determined that BVPS was llkety to violate 

C.I.F 51 stream? What outfall does this apply to? How should the facmtv demonstrate compliance 
the limit. OEP did not identify that BVPS's heated discharges risk violating the llmit, 

with this? 
which is why additional monitoring requirements to demonstrate compliance are not 
Included. Regardless or whether there Is reasonable potential, the condition Is imposed BVPS understands that additional monitoring requirements to demonstrate 
in the permit as a regulatory requirement. compliance are not Included In the proposed permit. 

C.111.B .l 56 BVPS requests removal of the word "Materia l., from Material Safety Data Sheet Cha11ged. Understood, Thank you. 

The Annual Report template and the other supplemental reports required by the permit 

BVPS requests the OEP annual report template be attached to the permit and permission to 
will be included with the fmal permit . The various supplemental report templates can be 

C.IV.B 56 viewed here: 
submit electronically. 

https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/CleanWater/WastewaterMgmt/OischargeMon 
ltorlng/Pages/DMRSupplemcntalReports .aspx The Stormwc1ter Annual Report will follow 
the format of the Annual Report for the 2016 PAG-03 General Permit. Thank you for providing th is link. 
This will be changed and Outfall 007 will be added (see OEP response to comments on 

1. Based on plant processes, BVPS requests that outfall 403 is removed and outfall 003 Is Outfall 007 whereby bloclde might be present at Outfall 007) because the detoxification 
added to effluent limitations and monitoring requirements. shou ld be completed before the bloclde Is discharged to the environment through an 

outfall. Understood, Thank you. 

2. BVPS requests clarification, Is the quarterly report requirement for bloclde amount met 
Bloclde usage would be reported on the Ch~mical Additives reporting form, but other 

C.V 62 details on macrofouling pertaining to detoxification and detoxlcant discharge 
with the daily chemical additives report attached to the monthly DMR1 Is a separate report 

concentrations (e.g., the 3S mg/L llmit) would not be captured by that fo rm, thus the 
required? 

additional reporting requirement In this condition. Understood. This quarterly document wlll be completed as written . 
3. The permit states: "Quarterly reports on the amount of bloclde uses (typo - USED}, dates 
and times of product addition shall be recorded and submitted to the Department." BVPS The typo will be corrected . BVPS should l>e ablt to the submit the reports as attachments Understood. BVPS will complete this report as a supplemental document and 
reQuest clarification on the receiving department. In the eOMR system along with the other supplemental reports requ!red by the permit . attach It to the applica ble monthly OMR. 
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1. DURING NORMAL Pl.ANT OPERATION. PRIMARY ANO SECONOAAY HEAT EXa-lANGERS AND CHLJ.ERS (REACTOR PLANT RIVER WATER SYSTEM (RPRW)). Dlsa-lARGE INTO THE COOUNG TOWER-aRCUI.ATM3 WATER SYSTEM. THEAL~TE DISCHARGE Fl.OW PATH SHOWN FOR nE RPRWSYSTEM r.AH ONLYIE USED OllRl'fG MMfIDWCEOJTAGES. ANTIQPATEO USE OF THE AL TERNofiTE FlOW PATli IS ONE t.lONTN CONTIJrAJOUS DURATION, ONCE EVERY 10 YEARS. THE RPRW SYSTEM AL lcRNATE DISCHARGE IS COMPRSSED OF (1) COMPONEHT coou«;WATER HEAT EXCWJrrlGER. WHENnE ALTERNATE 0$SCHARGE FLOW PATH IS IN SERVICE, THE NORMAi.. Auxn.JARY MAKE TEST UHE DtSCHARGE THROUGH fXJ7 'MU. BE OUT OFSERVICIS. 
2. DURING NORMAa. PlANT OPERATION. I.HT #1 I.WM PlANT FLOOR & EQUIPMENT~ otSCHARGE NTOTHE 01. SEPARATOR (OUT'FALL 303). THE BYPASS lJfE AROUN) Tl4IS ONE IS TO BE USED OURHG MAINTBW«:E OUT AGES ANO EMERGENCY CONOmONS ONLY. 
J. Pl.ANT SYSTEMS W.Y BE OR,M,IEO TO TlJRSNE BUI.OING $UMP OI.JRWG W,lff~CE OUTAGES. 
' · MSSC. WASTE SUMPS: SMAU VOLI.N: EPISOOteossaiARGESINClUOING ARE PROTECTION WATER. GROUND WATER, IWN WATER. AIR CONDmoNING COL coNJENSATE, STEAM CONDENSATE. ANO INFREOUEHT SE.IMC£ WATER OIWNS FOR MAINTEJ,W,!CE. 
S. CHEMICALAOOrTMSSHOWNIN /T/llCS 
II. F"E PROTECTION WATER FROM MAICTENANCE. HY0RAHT FLUSHING. AHO FIRE FIGHTING CAN POTEHTW.LY ENTERAHY OUTFALL 

7. OUTFALL 413 IS OUT-OF-SERVICE. 
II. MAIN PL.ANT EQUIPMENT [>RAHIIGE IS CMRECT VIA APING OR HOSES WITH NO FlOOR CONTACT. 
9. CHEM1CA1.S ADDED TO Q.OSED LOCF PROCESSES NiO NOT N0RMAU. Y °'5CHAAGEO. 
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